**Topic:** Only formal examinations, writing or practical, can give a clear picture of students’ true knowledge and ability at university level. Continuous assessment like course work and projects are poor measures of student ability. How far do you agree with this later statement?

During the time at college or university, students experience with many kinds of assessment such as coursework, projects, examinations and practical. Some people think that there is a tendency to reduce pressure on examinations which is suggested to be replaced by course work and projects over a subject or a course. Others argue that traditional examination should be remained and apply for next generation of students. This essay is to give you a clearer orientation for your choice on the matter.

People who choose coursework or projects as a tool of evaluating students’ ability state that smart students fulfill the course fruitfully without facing with nervousness in exams. Many learners find themselves very nervous in tests and almost forget all that they learn by heart and understand well.

On the other hand, people who would prefer writing test and practical suppose that the majority of course and subject papers were copied from textbook and on internet. No longer do they believe in most of students’ talent as they “cut and paste” from internet to very frequently and variously. Their brainstorming and analyzing skills become fading and lost along with uncountable available sources and materials on websites.

In summary, either examination or coursework and projects bring about knowledge to students who really aim at build up their understanding. Since I totally believe that via coursework and projects students enrich not only their comprehension in subjects but also their teamwork skill. Whereas, the writing or oral examination is a method to measure what they really absorb after all.

---

Revised

During the time at college or university, students experience with many kinds of assessment such as coursework, projects, examinations and practical work. Some people think that there is a tendency to reduce pressure on replace examinations which is suggested to be replaced by with course work and projects over a subject or a course is a good idea. Others argue that traditional examinations should be remained retained and apply for the next generation of students. This essay will is to give you a clearer orientation for your choice on the matter.
People who choose coursework or projects as a tool of evaluating students’ ability state that smart students fulfill the course fruitfully without facing with nervousness in exams. Many learners find themselves very nervous in tests and almost forget all that they have learned by heart and understand well.

On the other hand, people who would prefer writing tests and doing practical work suppose that the majority of course and subject papers were copied from textbook and the on internet. No longer do they believe in most of their students’ talent as they “cut and paste” from internet to very frequently and variously. Their brainstorming and analyzing skills become fading and lost along amid with the uncountable available sources and materials on websites.

In summary, either both examination or coursework and projects bring about knowledge to students who really aim at to build up their understanding. Since I totally believe that via coursework and projects students enrich not only their comprehension in subjects but also their teamwork skill. Whereas, the writing or oral examination is a method to measure what that they really do absorb the information after all.

Interesting essay. Note, however, that your intro and conclusion together are longer than your body. Some examiners wouldn’t like that, though generally the content is good and clear. Careful with direct translation. Good sentence variety.